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Tricks of LighT

I track the turning sky with its blaze-bright haloes — 

solar and lunar. Mocked by tricks of light, 
I’m running with the Sun Dogs, baying with 
the Moon Dogs, bursting in and out of sight. 

The grand illusionist makes heavenly bodies 
appear with or without a wand. Now you see them, 
now you don’t — the bright smirk of the mock Sun 
and the curled lip of the Moon. The sky turns around 

and spins me on an astrological wheel 
in a cosmic knife-throwing stunt that performs 
the trick as if from the act of a mind-freak.  

With blazing eyes, the knife-thrower hurtles
long knives to miss the mock targets on purpose 
in the misdirection of the magic sky. 
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The scavenger

Not that I failed, but erred, made mistakes
in my scavenging of gains and losses.
Perhaps, I was defeated as a way
of surviving — that in the city, there is
something more to it than beauty or bloodshed.
Beyond all margins of a double locution,
or tripling in diminishing returns
in the dumpster — the city’s lost and found — 

the urban landscape is littered with recycling
bins for raccoons and rats to feast on.
And when I dive in to find one man’s treasure,
picking up the lost pieces from the trash,
I unspool the string to find my way back,
still reeling from the frenzy of the maze.

Magic Words

How many nights do I call the moon a witch?
Wasps and wild bees pollinate my flowering
words — bittersweet syllables on my tongue.
But I break my staff and repeat what the wizard
wants me to say: God’s country is everywhere.
In nature’s court, they prosecute me
for the damage done to the magic of words.
The jury is still out, but I’m condemned.
Blindfolded, I accuse my accusers
and refuse to escape. I reject nothing,
but accept it all. A black cat crosses
my path with a loaded gun. A magic
bullet speeds along the trajectory, altering
history, and wounding love’s mythology. 
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sTreeT Parade

An urban magician, I’m lost on my quest
for magic spaces and traces of defeat
in storm-stayed eyes — visions and blackouts.
I deface a poster for a women’s shelter —

an Eastern icon on a graffiti wall.
In the fenced-off downtown core, cruisers burn.
Riot police beat their shields with magic batons
in 4/4 time. I’m spattered with stage blood.

My muse is looking for someplace trendy to eat,
and I’m on a gutless fast. She ignores my rants
at her own peril and turns away from

the conjurer’s sense of reality.
Both of us drift down endless city streets —
in a parade of demystified lives.


